
The House Across the
Lake
by Riley Sager
F Sager
Widowed actress Casey Fletcher
retreats to her Vermont lake house,
where she passes the time watching
the glamorous couple across the
lake, until the wife disappears.

Regrets Only
by Kieran Scott
F Scott
When a school fundraiser results
in murder, single mom, and writer
Paige Lancaster, decides she can
handle a little real-life sleuthing in
her Connecticut hometown.

A Flicker in the Dark
by Stacy Willingham
F Willingham
Twenty years after her father was
arrested as a serial killer, Louisiana
psychologist Chloe is alarmed when
local teenage girls go missing and
she begins seeing parallels that may
or may not be there.

City on Fire
by Don Winslow
F Winslow
A longshoreman who does
occasional stints for an Irish crime
syndicate becomes embroiled in a
conflict between rival factions in
Providence, during the 1980s.
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Wrong Place Wrong Time
by Gillian McAllister
F McAllister
After witnessing her teenage son kill
a man, a mother falls asleep in
despair, wakes up and it is
yesterday, with fate providing
chance after chance to stop the
murder and save her son.

The Quiet Tenant
by Clémence Michallon
F Michallon
Rachel is kidnapped by a serial killer,
widower Aidan Thomas, a
hardworking family man and
beloved figure in his community,
when he moves with his 13-year-old
daughter to a new town.

We Are Watching Eliza
Bright
by A.E. Osworth
F Osworth
Taking to a journalist after her
workplace harassment case is
dismissed, coder Eliza becomes a
rallying figure, and a target for
gaming community stalkers.

The Maid
by Nita Prose
F Prose
Hotel maid Molly Gray finds her life
upended when she becomes the
prime murder suspect after she
discovers the dead body of the
wealthy Charles Black in his suite.
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Fiction
The Last Word
by Taylor Adams
F Adams
Emma Carpenter is dragged into an
online argument with a sadistic man
who is capable of anything. Then,
disturbing incidents start happening
at night.

Chameleon
by Remi Adeleke
F Adeleke
A member of a super secret special
ops branch of the CIA, hunts a
former South African commando
who is taking hostages and making a
fortune by manipulating worldwide
stock markets.

The Lie Maker
by Linwood Barclay
F Barclay
Recruited to create false histories for
people in witness protection, Jack
uses the opportunity to find his dad,
but his father's deadly enemies
wouldn't think twice about using
Jack against his father.

Birnam Wood
by Eleanor Catton
F Catton
The founder of a guerilla gardening
group that plants crops on
roadsides, parks, and neglected
yards fights an enigmatic billionaire
over a parcel of land.

The Golden Gate
by Amy Chua
F Chua
The influence of a powerful family
hinders Homicide Detective Al
Sullivan’s investigation into the
murder of a presidential candidate
in 1944, and the link to the death of
a seven-year-old girl 10 years earlier.

Lay Your Body Down
by Amy Suiter Clarke
F Clarke
Returning to rural Minnesota, a
young woman attends the funeral of
the woman her boyfriend left her for
and is determined to cut through the
corruption and lies of the cult-like
mega-church she left behind.

I Will Find You
by Harlan Coben
F Coben
Receiving evidence that his son
might still be alive, an innocent
father convicted of murdering his
own child breaks out of prison to
uncover the truth.

The Paris Apartment
by Lucy Foley
F Foley
To find her missing brother,
Jess starts digging into his life in
Paris, realizing even though she has
come to the City of Lights to escape
her past, it's his future hanging in
the balance.

The Overnight Guest
by Heather Gudenkauf
F Gudenkauf
When true crime writer, Wylie Lark,
is snowed in at an isolated
farmhouse, she finds a small child in
the snow and learns the farmhouse
isn't as isolated as she thought.

The Other Black Girl
by Zakiya Dalila Harris
F Harris
Tired of being the only Black
employee at Wagner Books, editorial
assistant Nella Rogers is thrilled
when Harlem-born and bred Hazel is
hired until Hazel is elevated to Office
Darling, leaving Nella in the dust.

Age of Vice
by Deepti Kapoor
F Kapoor
After a speeding car kills five people
late at night in New Delhi, the driver,
a shell-shocked servant, is unable to
explain the series of strange events
that lead to the crime.

What Lies in the Woods
by Kate Alice Marshall
F Marshall
Naomi Shaw, who has a secret worth
killing for, returns home to find out
what really happened the night a
man stabbed her best friend 22
years earlier, no matter how
dangerous the truth may be.
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